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Abstract

The retinal vascular condition is a reliable biomarker of several ophthalmologic and cardiovascular diseases, so automatic vessel segmentation may be crucial to diagnose and monitor them. In this paper, we propose a novel method that combines the multiscale analysis provided by the Stationary Wavelet Transform with a multiscale Fully Convolutional Neural Network to cope with the varying width and direction of the vessel structure in the retina. Our proposal uses rotation operations as the basis of a joint strategy for both data augmentation and prediction, which allows us to explore the information learned during training to refine the segmentation. The method was evaluated on three publicly available databases, achieving an average accuracy of 0.9576, 0.9694, and 0.9653, and average area under the ROC curve of 0.9821, 0.9905, and 0.9855 on the DRIVE, STARE, and CHASE_DB1 databases, respectively. It also appears to be robust to the training set and to the inter-rater variability, which shows its potential for real-world applications.
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1. Introduction

The retinal vascular tree is the only structure in the human circulatory system that can be directly and non-invasively observed in vivo, besides being easily photographed (Patton et al., 2006). Apart from other applications, as biometric identification, multimodal image registration, or computer-assisted laser surgery (Fraz et al., 2012a), retinal fundus imaging has become essential for diagnosing, treating, and monitoring several disorders, such as arteriosclerosis, hypertension, age-related macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, and glaucoma (Abramoff et al., 2010; Fraz et al., 2012a).

The morphological characteristics of the retinal vasculature, such as angles, branching patterns, length, width, and tortuosity, can play a crucial role in assisting cardiologists and ophthalmologists (Abramoff et al., 2010; Fraz et al., 2012a). Their quantitative evaluation, however, demands proper segmentation of the vascular tree.

Manually segmenting blood vessels in retinal images is both error-prone and time-consuming, even for experienced physicians. For this reason, automatic and accurate segmentation is vital. This process configures a complex task, not only due to abrupt variations in the attributes (size, shape, intensity levels) and arrangement (branching, crossing) of the vessels but also to the low quality of retinal images (Abramoff et al., 2010; Fraz et al., 2012a). If lesions occur, the task becomes even more challenging.

1.1. Related Work

Several works have been proposed for retinal vessel segmentation in recent decades. At large, all of them may be seen as supervised or unsupervised methods.
Unsupervised methods make use of prior knowledge on the structure of the vessels and usually rely on rule-based schemes. These algorithms often apply matched filtering, morphological processing, vessel tracking, multiscale, or model-based approaches. Matched filtering techniques, as adopted by Hoover et al. (2000), convolve retinal images with a 2D filter to produce a Gaussian intensity profile of blood vessels. Azzopardi et al. (2015) have employed a combination of shifted filter responses (COSFIRE) to detect retinal vessels or any vessel-like pattern. In Zhang et al. (2016), a 2D image is lifted to a 3D orientation score, and vessels are then enhanced by multiscale derivatives. Present-day approaches seem to reach promising results when dealing with complicated vessel geometries. Still, they may be penalized by the unbalanced filter response to pathological vessels. Strategies based on mathematical morphology combined with matched filtering for centerline detection, as in Mendonca and Campilho (2006), or adaptive thresholding, as in Roychowdhury et al. (2015b; Neto et al. 2017), can also be found. Vessel tracking techniques, such as those of Liu and Sun (1993) and Yin et al. (2012), establish an initial set of points (selected either manually or automatically) and iteratively follow the vessel centerlines to extract the vascular tree. However, besides being poor at detecting not seeded vessel segments, they can miss initially flagged ones too. Multiscale techniques, like those of Wang et al. (2013) and Nguyen et al. (2013), try to improve the analysis of blood vessels of varying width by adjusting the scale to the diameter of the vessel, but selecting the parameters of a multiscale filter is not a trivial task. Finally, model-based techniques either apply explicit vessel profile or deformable models to extract the vasculature. Lam et al. (2010) came up with a multi-concavity method to treat, simultaneously, both healthy and pathological images. Zhao et al. (2015) showed an infinite active contour model that combines intensity and local phase information. In general, unsupervised methods may generalize well across images, since they are not learned from a sample of
the population as the supervised ones. Still, it may be difficult to encompass both normal and abnormal vasculatures due to their diverse appearing.

Supervised methods use ground truth data to train a classifier to label each pixel as either vessel or background. During the training stage, an optimization algorithm analyses the desired output for each training example and infers a function, which the classifier uses for dealing with unseen examples, in the testing stage. Niemeijer et al. (2004) started by introducing a vector of features, based on Gaussian functions and their derivatives, for each pixel, and then applied a k-nearest neighbor classifier. Later, Staal et al. (2004) extended this method by introducing ridge profiles in vessel detection. Soares et al. (2006) used a gaussian mixture model classifier and computed a 6-feature set extracted by a Gabor wavelet transform. Marín et al. (2011) applied neural networks to classify a 7-feature set composed of gray-level and moment invariant-based features. Fraz et al. (2012b) combined the analysis of the gradient vector, line strength measures, and Gabor filter responses to compute a 9-feature set, which was passed to an AdaBoost classifier. Roychowdhury et al. (2015a), in turn, used a gaussian mixture model to classify a 8-feature set based on each pixel’s neighborhood and first and second-order gradient images. Strisciuglio et al. (2016) came up with a bank of COSFIRE filters and trained a support vector machine classifier to determine the most effective subset of filters. Orlando et al. (2017) presented a fully connected conditional random field model, whose parameters were learned with a structured output support vector machine. Recently, Zhang et al. (2017) employed a random forest classifier to deal with a 29-feature set built by combining vessel filtering and wavelet transform features. Contrasting with the previous unsupervised approaches, supervised methods can bypass the need for designing different models whenever new segmentation problems arise. Still, results are often strongly affected by the feature engineering stage.
Deep learning-based methods have recently drawn attention since they can automatically learn an increasingly complex hierarchy of features directly from the input data (Bengio et al., 2013). This hints a paradigm shift according to which people are now optimizing architectures, instead of designing hand-crafted features that may be problem dependent and require expert knowledge. Even if we can trace deep neural networks back to the last century (LeCun et al., 1990), they have recently been applied to several areas, including retinal vessel segmentation. Li et al. (2016), for example, turned the segmentation task into a vessel mapping problem, where the mapping function was learned by a 5-layer deep neural network. In general, this recent boost is due to the fortunate combination of two factors: (1) the amount of data available for training is now massively larger than it was decades ago; and (2) it coincided with the development of more powerful graphical processing units (LeCun et al., 2015).

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), in particular, have already been used to win quite a few object recognition (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Dieleman et al., 2015) and biological image segmentation (Ronneberger et al., 2015) challenges. In retinal image analysis, recent proposals also employ them. Melinščak et al. (2015) addressed vessel segmentation using a 10-layer CNN. In (Liskowski and Krawiec, 2016), a structured prediction scheme was used to highlight context information, while testing a comprehensive set of architectures among which a 7-layer no-pooling CNN was the most successful. Recently, Fu et al. (2016) combined a typical 7-layer CNN with a conditional random field, reformulated as a recurrent neural network, to model long-range pixel interactions.

While previous works on deep learning used only raw data, which was processed by cascaded convolutional layers to learn features, it has been recently suggested that deep neural networks can generate more useful features when provided with extra information. This has been, for instance, explored using wavelets for
SAR image segmentation (Duan et al., 2017) or in super-resolution (Guo et al., 2017). We further consider the use of wavelets, combined with a multiscale CNN, for segmenting retinal vessels.

1.2. Motivation and Contributions

In a preliminary version of this work (Oliveira et al., 2017), we presented a CNN that achieved promising results in retinal vessel segmentation. This paper extends our earlier work. The Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) was incorporated to exploit the multiscale nature of the vascular system. An alternative data augmentation strategy was used, and a new multiple prediction scheme, motivated by it, was introduced. Finally, additional ablation studies and implementation details better cover the underlying principles of our method.

The main idea of this approach is to combine information with different levels of abstraction. In a typical CNN, several pooling operators successively reduce the dimensions of the feature maps that are being produced by each convolutional layer. This builds high-level information maps, with low resolution. Although these maps contain more complex and compact features, some details may be lost. Thus, the low-level information available in the shallow layers may help. In other words, we provide detail information to the network, which must learn how to use it, to mitigate the losses of information that may occur during the traditional path.

The main contributions of this paper to the retinal vessel segmentation problem are as follows. We propose rotation operations as the basis of a joint strategy for data augmentation and prediction. Although data augmentation is a well known technique, here we explore the information learned during training, about the arrangement and orientation of the vessels, to refine the segmentation. We also investigate the decomposition of the image through SWT as a way to add new input channels into a Fully Convolutional Neural Network (FCN); this contribution
is independent of the architecture, but here we show how to combine a multiscale architecture with the SWT for better handling retinal vessels at different scales.

Our method was evaluated on three publicly available databases: DRIVE (Staal et al., 2004), STARE (Hoover et al., 2000), and CHASE_DB1 (Owen et al., 2009). A worth mentioning methodological contribution is the comparison between the annotations provided by different physicians and the study of the effects that this inter-rater variability can have on the behavior of the network.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. The proposed method is described in section 2. The experimental setup is presented in section 3. Results and discussion can be found in section 4. Before closing, we come up with the main conclusions in section 5.
Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method: (a) Block diagram; (b) FCN architecture.
2. Method

Fig. 1a presents an overview of the proposed approach. There are four main stages: input building through the SWT, patch extraction, classification via FCN, and multiple prediction.

2.1. Stationary Wavelet Transform

The SWT (Holschneider et al., 1990) was initially designed to overcome two drawbacks of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT): (1) DWT is not translation-invariant; and (2) it can only be used on images of dyadic size (Holschneider et al., 1990). Here we propose the SWT as a method to enrich the input of the FCN. We employed the SWT over the DWT since it does not downsample the coefficients, preserving the initial number of pixels. Thus, it allows us to add new extra channels to the input.
Fig. 2 gives some insights on how SWT operates. For simplicity’s sake, we show a 2-level decomposition with the 1D transform. $g_j$ and $h_j$ are, respectively, the high-pass and low-pass filters of each level $j$. The former returns the detail coefficient $d_j$; the latter transfers the approximation coefficient $a_j$ to the level $j + 1$ for further decomposition (Fig. 2a). This filter pair splits the input signal into two spectral bands (Fig. 2b). At each level $j + 1$, the impulse response of each low-pass filter is obtained by upsampling the corresponding response of the previous level $j$ (Holschneider et al., 1990):

$$h_{j+1}[k] = h_j[k] \uparrow = \begin{cases} h_j[k/2] & k \text{ even}, \\ 0 & k \text{ odd}, \end{cases}$$

with the equivalent equation being applied to the high-pass case. Each signal of level $j + 1$ is obtained by convolving the corresponding signal of the previous level $j$ with $g_j$ or $h_j$. These signals keep the original dimensions of the input and are translation invariant. Moreover, they contain multi-resolution information, which is very useful for segmenting images. The reconstruction filters $\tilde{g}_j$ and $\tilde{h}_j$ are time-reversed versions of their homologous decomposition filters. When dealing with images, the 2D transform is required. This implies vertical, horizontal, and diagonal versions of the process, resulting in three detail images ($dV_j$, $dH_j$, and $dD_j$) at each level $j$ (Fig. 3).

Throughout this work, we used the Haar wavelet (Haar, 1910), which can be described as:

$$\psi(t) = \begin{cases} 1 & 0 \leq t < \frac{1}{2}, \\ -1 & \frac{1}{2} \leq t < 1, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$
Figure 3: Application of the SWT to a retinal image: (a) Color image; (b) $dV_1$; (c) $dH_1$; (d) $dD_1$; (e) Green channel; (f) $dV_2$; (g) $dH_2$; (h) $dD_2$.

2.2. Patch Extraction

In our approach, the patches fed to the network were obtained differently according to the stage of the algorithm. During training, we extracted 2750, 3250, and 3750 patches from each image of the DRIVE, STARE, and CHASE_DB1 databases, respectively. We noticed that the network benefited from using more patches in larger images, and these values were experimentally found. In addition, we did not apply any restrictions at this stage, so overlapping patches were allowed. During testing, however, we ensured there was no overlap between the output patches, i.e., each pixel was segmented only once. This was done by zero padding the original image in such a way that its dimension becomes an integer multiple of the output patch size. Furthermore, we applied an overlap-tile strategy.
(Ronneberger et al., 2015), where each output patch only contains the pixels for which the full context is available in the input image. This was the main reason for the cropping operations, which led to the mismatch of dimensionality between the $88 \times 88$ input patch and the $32 \times 32$ output patch (Fig. 1b).

2.3. Fully Convolutional Neural Network

CNNs are based on convolutional layers, which receive a stack of input planes and return a group of feature maps. Each feature map results from convolving a single kernel over the inputs, with each layer having a variable number of kernels.

If we denote the $k$th kernel by $W_k$, the computation of the associated feature map $F_k$ can be formally described as:

$$F_k = b_k + \sum_c (W_k)_c * X_c,$$

where $(W_k)_c$ and $X_c$ are, respectively, the $c$th channel of both the kernel and the input, * is the convolution operation, and $b_k$ represents the bias term.

From the neural network perspective, each unit of a feature map is the output of a neuron that captures particular features from a restricted region of the previous layer. That region – called the receptive field of the neuron – is defined by the kernel size. If a unit has a high value, then the kernel has found a match and the feature encoded by it (like an edge or a curve) is, at least partially, present in the input. Otherwise, there is a less relevant correspondence. As new layers are stacked, and deeper nets appear, more complex features (as motifs, parts, or objects) are recognized.

Among the reasons that make CNNs well-suited to processing visual information, there are two key ideas: local connections and shared weights. Local connectivity means that each hidden unit only looks for its own receptive field, which significantly reduces the number of weights. Weight sharing happens since the
same set of weights is convolved over the whole image, which also increases computational efficiency and provides CNNs with translation invariance (LeCun et al., 2015).

In the following lines, we address our decisions regarding some fundamental aspects when dealing with CNNs.

2.3.1. Initialization

We adopted the Xavier initialization (Glorot and Bengio, 2010), which allowed us to maintain the gradients in controlled levels and thus prevent gradient vanishing during back-propagation.

2.3.2. Activation Function

Herein, our choice fell on the rectified linear units (ReLU) (Nair and Hinton, 2010), \( f(x) = \max(0, x) \), which were found to speed up training in comparison with other nonlinearities, such as the sigmoid or the hyperbolic tangent functions (Krizhevsky et al., 2012).

2.3.3. Pooling

We employed max-pooling, which discards possibly redundant features, making the representation invariant to small details (LeCun et al., 2015).

2.3.4. Upsampling

To return the feature maps to their initial dimensions, we employed nearest neighbor interpolation.

2.3.5. Regularization

Tompson et al. (2015) suggested that when facing natural images with high spatial correlation, standard dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) may be less efficient since neighboring units in the same feature map also become heavily correlated.
Thus, we adopted spatial dropout (Tompson et al., 2015), which removes entire feature maps instead of just some nodes. In this way, adjacent units in each feature map are either all neutralized or all active. The same probability $p$ was used in all convolutional blocks, except in the last one where we applied $p_{last}$.

2.3.6. Architecture

In classic image recognition CNNs (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014), it was common to identify a feature extraction stage based on the convolutional and pooling layers, and a classification stage carried out by a variable number of fully connected (FC) layers. The problem with this type of networks, which we will refer to as FC-CNNs, was that they were forced to take fixed-sized inputs since they had at least one FC layer. In FCNs (Long et al., 2015), all the FC layers are replaced by convolutions (often with $1 \times 1$ kernels). In this way, a FCN can take an image, of any size, as input, and directly output a set of probability maps with the same dimensions. This, besides bringing advantages regarding versatility, makes FCNs more efficient than FC-CNNs, since it is possible to segment a set of pixels at once, instead of treating each pixel singly.

With the appearance of FCNs, multi-scale architectures, also known as encoder-decoder networks, became more popular. The work by Long et al. (Long et al., 2015) was perhaps the first to investigate the idea of merging feature maps with different levels of abstraction, but several other multi-scale methods for semantic segmentation followed in a short time (Badrinarayanan et al., 2015; Dai et al., 2015; Eigen and Fergus, 2015; Hariharan et al., 2015; Noh et al., 2015). In medical image segmentation, this trend led to the U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015).

Our architecture, which is shown in Fig. B is inspired by these previous works. The network is composed of both an encoder and a decoder. In the former, pooling is applied to summarize neighboring features and create high-level rep-
resentations. In the latter, feature maps are reconstructed, combining those coming from the encoder, through skip connections, with those belonging to low-level scales. While pooling operations are highly suitable for recognizing objects in images and crucial for increasing the receptive field of deeper units, they can significantly harm localization performance. In fact, we seem to face an intriguing problem: high-level information reveals *what*, but low-level information reveals *where* (Long et al., 2015). In other words, building a one-way path capable of achieving satisfactory results may not be feasible. This is the main motivation for the decoder structure since skip connections allow information to propagate directly from shallow, high-resolution, low-level information layers to deep, low-resolution, high-level information ones. Another important aspect is that after each max-pooling in the encoder path we double the number of feature maps, whereas in the decoder path we halve it after each upsampling. This is mainly due to computational reasons, since larger feature maps lead to higher computational load.

In our network, the first channel of the 4-channel input patch resulted from taking the green channel of the retinal image and normalizing it to have zero mean and unit variance. The remaining channels were obtained by applying the SWT over the first and then subjecting them to the same normalization procedure. In section 4.1 we evaluate our proposal using just the green channel. In section 4.2 we show the benefits of including the SWT channels. We used small $3 \times 3$ kernels in all convolutional layers (except in the $1 \times 1$ linear convolution). Stacking smaller kernels can ensure the same effective receptive field of bigger ones while reducing the number of weights (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014). These and other hyperparameters are summarized in Table 1. Therein, a mini-batch size of 4 means that four input patches were propagated through the network in each iteration.
Table 1: Hyperparameters of the proposed FCN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weights</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mini-batch size</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spatial dropout $p$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spatial dropout $p_{\text{last}}$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning rate decay $\lambda$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.7. Training

During the optimization process, we applied stochastic gradient descent with Nesterov momentum \cite{Nesterov1983} to minimize a categorical cross-entropy loss-function:

$$J(w) = -\frac{1}{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{K} y_{j,k} \ln(\hat{y}_{j,k}),$$

(4)

where $M$ and $K$ denote, respectively, the number of pixels and classes, $\hat{y}$ refers to the probabilistic predictions (after the softmax), and $y$ is the target.

Furthermore, both the momentum $\nu$ and the learning rate $\eta$ were changed in specific epochs, according to Table 2. Besides that, we still further decayed the latter one in-between these changes, according to:

$$\eta_{n} = \frac{\eta_{n-1}}{1 + \lambda \times n},$$

(5)

where $\eta_n$ and $\eta_{n-1}$ are, respectively, the learning rate in the present and previous updates, and $\lambda$ is the learning rate decay. Herein, an epoch means a complete pass
Table 2: Schedule of the optimization parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

over all the training samples, while an update refers to the update of the weights after each iteration.

2.4. Data Augmentation and Multiple Prediction

In our data augmentation procedure, each original patch was rotated by 90°, 180°, and 270°. Then, these patches were randomly placed in the training vector. The number of patches was increased by four (since the original one was included too). To avoid interpolations, only multiples of 90° were used. Also, each operation was applied to both the original patch and the respective annotated one to keep the correspondence.

We restricted augmentation to rotations, as they proved to be particularly useful. Even though rotations are common in data augmentation, here we intend to clarify how to use them in the specific context of FCNs. In fact, many valuable proposals that do data augmentation with rotations, in FC-CNNs, can be found in the literature. A good example is to embed the rotational augmentation in the net-
work itself, as in Dieleman et al. (Dieleman et al., 2016) and Worrall et al. (Worrall et al., 2016). However, these strategies were developed for FC-CNNs and cannot be applied in FCNs for two main reasons. First, when dealing with FCNs, there is a correspondence between each pixel in the input patch and in the subsequent feature maps; so, if we rotate the feature maps inside the network, as embedded layers, and further add them, as these works suggest for FC-CNNs, we would lose such correspondence. Second, these strategies require the rotated versions to be arranged consecutively, which we show in section 4.1.1 to be detrimental to the performance.

While for both FC-CNNs and FCNs, a mini-batch contains patches that group together neighbor pixels, a particularity in the training of FCNs is that the computation of the loss takes into account the error of each neighbor pixel in the patch. This seems to indicate that the network will encode context information provided by the combination of the pixels. Considering the positive effects of the rotational augmentation in the generalization capacity of the network, we may conclude that the context provided by the rotations brought new information that was encoded in the network. Although this encoded information was used efficiently in FC-CNNs by works as (Dieleman et al., 2016; Worrall et al., 2016), the same was not achieved in FCNs, and we believe this is due to the internal alignment required for a proper use of FCNs. However, this limitation can be surpassed if we apply the rotations differently during training and prediction. In training, we must present the rotated patches randomly in order to effectively train the network; however, in prediction, they should be presented consecutively to ensure that we are able to fuse the information of all possible contexts. With this in mind, we employed the following procedure (recap Fig. 1a). We started by generating three artificial rotated copies of each patch to be segmented, as described above, making up a set of four examples – Transformation. Each example was then segmented and we obtained
the respective probability map of each class. Finally, the probability maps of the rotated patches underwent a rotation by the same initial angle, but in the opposite direction – Alignment. This allowed the four maps of each class to be pixel-wise merged by averaging, building the final unique segmentation – Output Averaging.

### 3. Experimental Setup

#### 3.1. Materials

The proposed method was evaluated using three publicly available databases. The DRIVE database \cite{Staal2004} consists of 40 images, 7 of which showing pathological signals. Each image has a resolution of $565 \times 584$ and 8 bits per channel. The STARE database \cite{Hoover2000} contains 20 images, 10 of which belonging to sick individuals. These images have a resolution of $700 \times 605$ and 24 bits per channel. The CHASE_DB1 database \cite{Owen2009} has 28 images, collected from both the eyes of 14 children. Each image has a resolution of $999 \times 960$.

In the DRIVE case, the global set is divided into the training and testing sets, each of them with 20 images. Thus, the model was evaluated on the testing set. In the remaining two cases, however, there is no clear division. Given this, the model was trained using a stratified $k$-fold cross-validation, where the original set was partitioned into $k$ equal-sized folds. The validation process was repeated $k$ times, with each fold being retained as testing set, and the remaining $k - 1$ folds being used for training. The results were then averaged to produce a single estimation. In the STARE case, we settled $k = 5$, having 5 folds of 4 images. Besides, we stratified the folds by ensuring that half of the images in each of them belong to pathological individuals. In the CHASE_DB1 case, we used $k = 4$, obtaining 4 folds of 7 images. This time, each fold included 3 images of one eye and 4 images
of the other.

When using the $k$-fold cross-validation, the same architecture was used in all folds. The network was trained from scratch in each fold.

For each database, there are two manual segmentations available made by two independent human observers. For the DRIVE and CHASE_DB1 databases, we used the annotations of the first human observer as ground truth. For the STARE database, the gold standard were the annotations from Hoover. The human observer performance was measured using the manual segmentations of the second human observer. The binary masks for DRIVE images are publicly available. For the remaining databases, we have manually created them.

3.2. Evaluation Metrics

To enable comparison with other state-of-the-art works, we used four metrics commonly found in the literature: sensitivity ($Sn$), specificity ($Sp$), accuracy ($Acc$), and area under the ROC curve (AUC). The perfect classifier would hit 1 in all of them.

3.3. Implementation Details

The proposed method was implemented using Keras\(^1\) with TensorFlow\(^2\) backend and cuDNN 5.1. All tests were conducted on a desktop equipped with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 GPU, an Intel Core i7-6850K CPU @ 3.60GHz processor, 128 GB of RAM, and running Linux Mint 18 OS.

\(^1\)https://github.com/fchollet/keras
\(^2\)https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow
4. Results and Discussion

We begin this section by validating the key components of the Base System. Then, we obtain the best model by adding the channels obtained via SWT to it. Having finished these steps, we compare our best model with other state-of-the-art works. The clinical applicability is assessed using a cross-training strategy. Finally, we analyze the behavior of the model when facing the inter-rater variability.

Due to the size of the population and the uncertainty regarding the normality of the data, all tests of statistical significance were computed using the two-sided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) (significance level: 0.05).

In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we performed ablation studies where each component under study was removed or replaced, and the results were recomputed. For this purpose, we used the DRIVE database and focused on Acc and AUC. Regarding the tests of statistical significance, we evaluated the following null hypothesis: the results obtained with each variant are not statistically different from those of the Base System.

4.1. Validation of the Base System

We started by evaluating our Base System regarding data augmentation, prediction and regularization. The results of each variant are shown in Table 3, while the probabilistic predictions can be seen in Fig. 4. All tests were performed under the same conditions, with the only source of variability being the component under study.

4.1.1. Data Augmentation

To validate the procedure described in Section 2.4, we studied four alternatives. At first, we reduced the total number of patches per image to 3000, by not performing data augmentation – No Augmentation. Then, we increased the total number
Figure 4: Effects of the components of the Base System on the probabilistic predictions: (a) Segmentation of the 1st human observer; (b) No Augmentation; (c) Oversampling; (d) Elastic Samples; (e) Consecutive Rotations; (f) Simple Prediction; (g) Standard Dropout; (h) Base System. Yellow markings represent increase of false positives in relation to the Base System, while orange markings symbolize increase of false negatives.

Table 3: Segmentation results of each test on the components of the Base System, on DRIVE. Bold values show the best score among all methods; underlined values represent metrics where the null hypothesis can be rejected ($p$-value < 0.05 when facing the Base System)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dropout</th>
<th>Patches per image</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Elastic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Augmentation</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Multiple 1</td>
<td>0.9557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversampling</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Multiple 1</td>
<td>0.9557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Samples</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consecutive Rotations</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Multiple 1</td>
<td>0.9560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Prediction</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Dropout</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Multiple 1</td>
<td>0.9564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base System</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Multiple 1</td>
<td>0.9570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of patches to 12000 in three different ways. In the first case, we oversampled the image by extracting 9000 more original patches – *Oversampling*. In the second one, the remaining 9000 patches were artificially created by non-linearly deforming each patch, as described in (Oliveira et al., 2017) – *Elastic Samples*. Each set of 3000 elastic patches was obtained using a different \((\alpha, \sigma)\) combination: \((8, 1.5)\), \((16, 2.5)\), or \((32, 3)\). These values were found manually, ensuring that both the artificial samples and their respective annotations retain a consistent appearance. Finally, we used 9000 rotated patches, as in the *Base System*, but we placed them consecutively (not randomly) – *Consecutive Rotations*.

Considering the *Base System* as the reference, we can see that reducing the number of patches by four strongly deteriorated the results in terms of *Acc* and *AUC*. Besides this, either when using original or elastic patches to keep the initial number of samples, the differences to the reference remained almost the same. Looking directly at Fig. 4, we notice that these approaches favored the simultaneous appearance of FN and FP, with elastic patches leading to greater tortuosity in the detected vessel segments. Overall, this hints that the network benefited the most from the information encoded by the rotations. Another important note is related to the way those rotations were presented to the network. Recalling section 2.4, we have seen that some data augmentation strategies designed for FC-CNNs (Dieleman et al., 2016; Worrall et al., 2016) require the rotated versions to be arranged consecutively. The *Consecutive Rotations* test hints that a deterministic proximity between the rotated patches is detrimental to the performance of the FCN, with the network showing more difficulties in detecting vessel segments as can be seen in Fig. 4.

When facing the randomly placed rotations used in the *Base System*, all the alternatives were found to be prejudicial with statistical significance.
4.1.2. Multiple Prediction

After verifying the benefits that the rotated patches brought to the model, we settled out to investigate whether these benefits could be extrapolated to the prediction. Our idea was to synchronously excite the network with the original patches and their rotations, performing the average of the outputs, as described in section 2.4.

Here, we compare the Base System, which uses our multiple prediction scheme, with the Simple Prediction variant. As can be seen in Table 3, the Base System performed better both in terms of Acc and AUC. Moreover, comparing the predictions of both approaches (Fig. 4), we notice that the multiple segmentation scheme makes the model less prone to FP, which is particularly important in medical applications. As a point of note, even if the changes in the mean values were slighter, statistically significant differences were found between the two methods.

4.1.3. Regularization

Finally, we looked at the regularization of the model, by comparing the spatial dropout technique, described in section 2.3.5 with Standard Dropout.

Still having the Base System as a reference, we can see that the standard strategy led to a statistically significant drop in terms of Acc and AUC (Table 3). Overall, the predictions are quite similar, but the model seems to detect fewer vessel segments when the standard dropout is applied (Fig. 4).

4.2. Validation of the Stationary Wavelet Transform

Having analyzed our Base System, we evaluate the effects of incorporating the SWT into it. The results of each variant are shown in Table 4, while the probabilistic predictions can be seen in Fig. 5. The patches coming from the SWT were concatenated in the input, by varying the total number of input channels. We resorted only to detail coefficients since the goal was to enhance image transitions.
Table 4: Segmentation results of each test on the inclusion of SWT, on DRIVE. Bold values show the best score among all methods; underlined values represent metrics where the null hypothesis can be rejected ($p$-value < 0.05 when facing the Base System).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dropout</th>
<th>Patches per image</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base System (BS)</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>3000 9000</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9570</td>
<td>0.9815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS + $d_1$</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>3000 9000</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9573</td>
<td>0.9818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS + $d_1 + d_2$</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>3000 9000</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9574</td>
<td>0.9820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS + $d_2$</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>3000 9000</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>0.9576</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9821</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For concision of notation, $d_j$ represents the set consisting of $dV_j$, $dH_j$, and $dD_j$.

Figure 5: Effects of the inclusion of the SWT channels on the probabilistic predictions of two different patches: (a) Segmentation of the 1st human observer; (b) Base System; (c) BS + $d_1$; (d) BS + $d_2$ (best model). Green markings represent reduction of false positives in relation to the Base System; blue markings indicate reduction of false negatives; yellow markings symbolize increase of false positives.

We started by concatenating the detail coefficients of the first level in the initial green channel input – BS + $d_1$. Then, we added those of the second level – BS + $d_1 + d_2$. Finally, only the latter were kept – BS + $d_2$.

Analyzing the results of the tests performed, we notice that all the alternative strategies improved the performance of the Base System, in terms of Acc and AUC.
This means that the use of features based on the wavelet decomposition, whose effectiveness for vessel segmentation is well-known (Soares et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2017), is also beneficial when combined with a deep learning methodology. In particular, we see that the first level SWT coefficients used on BS + d₁ were less effective than those of the second level applied on BS + d₂. The first level translates spectral information of higher frequencies; this seems to have induced more false positives, as can be seen in Fig. 5. On the other hand, the second level SWT coefficients introduced statistically significant differences to the Base System, in both Acc and AUC, which seems to reinforce the idea that even deep learning methods can benefit from domain knowledge. In fact, they allowed to reduce the combination of false positives and false negatives as we can see in Fig. 5 as well. From now on, we will refer to the best model (BS + d₂) as Proposed.

4.3. Vessel Segmentation

The binary segmentations were obtained by thresholding the probability maps at 0.5. We note that only pixels inside the field of view (FOV) were used in calculations.

The results for each database are shown in Table 5. The mean Acc values obtained were higher than those of the second observer in all databases. The same occurred regarding Sp, which reveals that the network presented few false positives, not signalling areas of injury, or spills, as vessels. In the DRIVE and CHASE_DB1 databases, the mean Sn surpassed that of the second observer, which shows that the network also rarely misclassified vessel pixels. In the STARE database, this tendency was not strong enough to level with the second observer, since he systematically marks vessels that the first one does not see.

The Sn, Sp, Acc, and AUC values of the best case for the DRIVE database were 0.9119, 0.9742, 0.9667, and 0.9903, while those of the worst case matched 0.7628,
0.9816, 0.9497, and 0.9786, respectively (Fig. 6a). For the STARE database, the values of the best case were 0.8527, 0.9936, 0.9837, and 0.9964, while those of the worst case matched 0.7231, 0.9827, 0.9503, and 0.9791 (Fig. 6b). Finally, for the CHASE_DB1 database, the values of the best case were 0.8541, 0.9844, 0.9744, and 0.9909, while those of the worst case matched 0.8065, 0.9749, 0.9574, and 0.9808 (Fig. 6c).

Regarding computational performance, the training of the network took about 4 hours, and each retinal image was fully segmented in approximately 2 seconds.

Table 5: Segmentation results on the DRIVE, STARE, and CHASE_DB1 databases. Bold values show the best score among all methods.
Figure 6: Segmentation examples for each database: (a) DRIVE; (b) STARE; (c) CHASE_DB1. The first row shows the best case, while the second presents the worst one.
4.4. Comparison with the State-of-the-art

We compare our method with several other state-of-the-art methods in Table 5.

We observe that our method obtained the highest $Sn$ in two of the three databases used (DRIVE and CHASE_DB1), being very close to the best result in the third one (STARE), which indicates that it was capable of detecting many vessel pixels; also, considering the high value of $Sp$, this was not obtained by increasing the number of false positives. This is significant, because training a classifier for segmenting retinal vessels becomes more difficult due to the unbalanced classes, where vessel pixels typically correspond only to 10% of the image, and the detection of vessels without increasing false cases is essential for medical applications.

By jointly evaluating $Sn$, $Sp$, and $Acc$, our method presented the best performance on both the DRIVE and CHASE_DB1 databases. In the DRIVE database, we outperformed all the other works regarding $Sn$ and $Acc$. In terms of $Sp$, we stood in sixth; however, knowing that $Acc$ combines information from $Sn$ and $Sp$, we may conclude that the gain in true detections was much more significant than the inclusion of false detections. In other words, there is a notorious trade-off between $Sn$ and $Sp$, with our method having a better balance. In the CHASE_DB1 database, we ranked first in all metrics. Regarding the STARE database, we ranked second in all metrics, only behind [Neto et al., 2017] in $Sn$ and [Liskowski and Krawiec, 2016] in $Sp$ and $Acc$. By comparing our work with [Neto et al., 2017], we see that our $Sp$ is much higher so, given the trade-off abovementioned, the slight disadvantage in terms of $Sn$ sounds natural. In parallel, if we consider the second row of Fig. 6b, which shows our worst case, we notice that our method failed in rejecting small haemorrhagic blobs, which may have affected $Sp$. This may be explained by our choice of using 5-fold cross-validation for training, which reduced the number of images with pathological signs, contrary to [Liskowski and Krawiec, 2016], which used leave-one-out cross-validation.
Among the methods based on deep learning, only [Fu et al., 2016] also used a multiscale FCN. If we compare this method with our Base System, which did not use the extra channels from SWT, we verify that [Fu et al., 2016] was surpassed in all available metrics. This means that the simpler structure of our encoder/decoder, when properly trained, was able to outperform a more elaborated architecture that joined a multiscale FCN with a CRF, and was trained end-to-end with a structured loss function. Comparing with all deep learning methods, we verify that our approach presented a much higher $Sn$ in all databases, and a much higher $Acc$ in DRIVE and CHASE_DB1 databases. In DRIVE, which is perhaps the most used database in this area, we can see that before this work none of the previous best methods in $Sn$, $Sp$, and $Acc$, was based on deep learning.

Contrary to $Sn$, $Sp$, and $Acc$, the AUC score is not dependent on the threshold used to produce the final segmentations. Taking this into account, we note that our method achieved the highest AUC value in all databases. Also, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to report AUC values above 0.98 for all databases.

4.5. Cross-Training

In a realistic situation, it is not feasible to retrain the model whenever new images have to be segmented. Additionally, a reliable method must successfully segment each image, even if the acquisition device belongs to a different manufacturer. That being said, robustness to the training set is crucial for the model to be of practical use. In this study, we did cross-training between the DRIVE and STARE databases, since they are the most widely used for this purpose (Soares et al., 2006; Marín et al., 2011; Fraz et al., 2012b; Roychowdhury et al., 2015a; Zhang et al., 2017; Li et al., 2016). The results are shown in Table 6.

The $Acc$ average values went down from 0.9576 and 0.9694 to 0.9505 and 0.9597 for the DRIVE and STARE databases, respectively. This means decreases
of about 0.7% and 1.0%, against the 0.2% and 0.1% of Roychowdhury et al. (2015a). Regarding AUC, the results fell from 0.9821 and 0.9905 to 0.9748 and 0.9846, by the same order. This implies approximate reductions of 0.7% and 0.6%, against the 0.5% and 1.1% of Fraz et al. (2012b).

As shown in Table 6, in absolute terms, we ranked first in all metrics, except Sn, when training on STARE and testing on DRIVE. In the reverse case, something similar happened, but Sp replaced Sn. We have found that when training on STARE and testing on DRIVE, the network detects fewer thin vessels, so there was a drop in Sn. In the reverse case, since the DRIVE database typically has more annotated thin vessels than STARE, Sn rose considerably.

Table 6: Cross-training segmentation results between the DRIVE and STARE databases. Bold values show the best score among all methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test set (Training set)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Sn</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE (STARE)</td>
<td>Soares et al. 2006</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9397</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marín et al. 2011</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9448</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fraz et al. 2012b</td>
<td>0.7242</td>
<td>0.9792</td>
<td>0.9456</td>
<td>0.9697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roychowdhury et al. 2015a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9494</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li et al. 2016</td>
<td>0.7273</td>
<td>0.9810</td>
<td>0.9486</td>
<td>0.9677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhang et al. 2017</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9447</td>
<td>0.9593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Proposed</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6706</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9916</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9505</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9748</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARE (DRIVE)</td>
<td>Soares et al. 2006</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9327</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marín et al. 2011</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9526</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fraz et al. 2012b</td>
<td>0.7010</td>
<td>0.9770</td>
<td>0.9495</td>
<td>0.9660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roychowdhury et al. 2015a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9510</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li et al. 2016</td>
<td>0.7027</td>
<td><strong>0.9828</strong></td>
<td>0.9545</td>
<td>0.9671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhang et al. 2017</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9488</td>
<td>0.9676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Proposed</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8453</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9726</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9597</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9846</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6. Robustness to the Inter-Rater Variability

The manual annotations provided by physicians are crucial for training and testing supervised methods. Experience may help experts refine their segmentations, but two different observers will always have their own way of approaching the task. There is not always agreement between the experts since some of them systematically see more vessels than others. Moreover, even when the vessel is clear, differences in the estimation of its caliber may arise. For these reasons, inter-rater variability is always present in the evaluation process. Here, we discuss how this variability affects the obtained results.

All the previous results reported in this work were obtained using the annotations of the first human observer as the gold standard for training and testing. In Table 7, otherwise, the gold standard, for testing, were the annotations of the second human observer. Having these as ground truth, we then compared both the first observer and the model, for each database. Regarding the tests of statistical significance, we aimed to reject the following null hypothesis: the results of the Proposed method are not statistically different from those of the first human observer.

Table 7: Segmentation results on the DRIVE, STARE, and CHASE_DB1 databases, using the annotations of the 2nd human observer as gold standard for testing. We also evaluate the 1st human observer in relation to the 2nd. Bold values show the best score between the two methods; underlined values represent metrics where the null hypothesis can be rejected ($p$-value < 0.05 when they are confronted).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test set</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Sn</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE</td>
<td>1st human observer</td>
<td>0.8066</td>
<td>0.9674</td>
<td>0.9473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>0.8405</td>
<td>0.9814</td>
<td>0.9639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARE</td>
<td>1st human observer</td>
<td>0.6439</td>
<td>0.9883</td>
<td>0.9346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>0.6329</td>
<td>0.9924</td>
<td>0.9365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHASE_DB1</td>
<td>1st human observer</td>
<td>0.7974</td>
<td>0.9736</td>
<td>0.9561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>0.7731</td>
<td>0.9813</td>
<td>0.9600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in Table 7, if we consider the second observer as the gold standard, the model outperformed the first observer regarding $Sp$ and $Acc$, in the STARE and CHASE_DB1 databases. According to the definition of $Sp$, this means that it introduced fewer false positives than the first observer himself (in relation to the second one). In other words, some of the pixels marked as background by the model, and rejected by the first observer, ended up being validated by the second one. In the DRIVE database, the model performed better than the first observer in terms of $Sn$, $Sp$, and $Acc$. This shows that apart from having less false positives, it also presented less false negatives than the first observer. That is, even though the model was trained according to the first observer, it could identify vessel segments that only the second observer saw. Together, the previous results suggest that even when the model was trained according to the first observer, it seemed to be more consistent than him when another observer was considered. To put it another way, the differences established between two independent human observers appeared to be higher than those presented by the model when it was evaluated against a new reference. This reveals a consistency which may be unreachable to a human who always oscillates from day to day and can be affected by fatigue or stress.

Comparing Tables 5 and 7, we can further analyze how the model behaved when we changed the reference from the first to the second observer. For the STARE and CHASE_DB1 databases, the average $Acc$ of the model fell from 0.9694 and 0.9653 to 0.9365 and 0.9600, respectively. This means approximate decreases of 3.4% and 0.5%, which sound natural since it was trained according to the first observer. For the STARE database, in particular, the decrease was higher since the second observer systematically marks more vessels than the first one. The DRIVE database case was surprising. The average $Acc$ rose from 0.9576 to 0.9639, which corresponds to an approximate increase of 0.7%. This means that despite being trained according to the first observer, the model was closer to the second one.
Figure 7: Comparison between the annotations of the 1st and 2nd human observers for each database: (a) DRIVE; (b) STARE; and (c) CHASE_DB1. The first row shows the comparison for the case where the model improves the most being evaluated according to the 2nd observer (with the Acc values for the model/1st observer being, from (a) to (c): 0.9692/0.9467, 0.9647/0.9527, and 0.9643/0.9613); the second row refers to the case where it most worsens (with the Acc values becoming: 0.9582/0.9446, 0.9028/0.8968, and 0.9492/0.9480). Each color represents a different situation: black – both mark as background; white – both mark as vessel; red – only the 1st observer marks as vessel; blue – only the 2nd observer marks as vessel.

Except for the STARE database, in both the remaining databases there is no clear difference between the marking pattern of the experts. That is, we can see cases where the first observer marks vessels that the second one does not see and vice versa. This may be deduced from Fig. 7 where we compare the annotations of both observers, for each database. We believe that this noticeable discordance may become a limiting factor for future improvements since the current results of this field are already extremely accurate.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel FCN-based method for retinal vessel segmentation. We used rotation operations for data augmentation and introduced a new way to use the information they provide, during training, to strengthen the prediction. Moreover, we investigated the addition of new channels into a FCN through the SWT decomposition. This allowed to improve the performance in terms of Acc and AUC, reducing the combination of FP and FN and suggesting that deep learning methods still leave room for domain knowledge. Results on three publicly available databases showed that we are competitive with state-of-the-art methods. In terms of Acc, we rank first on the DRIVE and CHASE_DB1 databases, while being second in STARE. In terms of AUC, we lead on all of them.

Our method proved to be robust to the training set and to the inter-rater variability, which shows its potential for real-world application on screening and diagnostic systems. Due to its simple convolutional nature, and by using an efficient GPU implementation, it also proves to be fast. Fully segmenting a retinal image takes approximately 2 seconds.

Based on our vessel segmentation results, it may be possible to extract different biomarkers from retinal images and apply them for clinical purposes. Also, the proposed method can be further applied on other types of medical images for segmenting elongated structures.

Although the proposed approach shows very good performance, there are still some aspects that can be further explored in the future. In this work, we showed that extra features were beneficial for the segmentation performance. Hence, domain knowledge may improve Deep Learning-based models. So, as long term research, we will explore further the combination of Deep Learning with domain knowledge. In retinal imaging, we believe that other wavelet families, such as
curvelets, may also prove useful. Finally, the amount of training data may limit the capacity of the CNNs. Hence, we expect that as access to medical data becomes easier, we will be able to design different architectures.
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